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Company Overview
Passionate about Packaging
BodyPak Closures was founded in 2008 and has quickly established itself as a
world class supplier of injection moulded packaging to the fast paced FMCG 
sector. By creating strategic global business partnerships BodyPak Closures has
expertly positioned itself to service the specialist packaging requirements of 
international brands

Following a comprehensive global research exercise BodyPak Closures formed 
a profit sharing partnership with a leading injection moulding company in India
called Precision Moulds and Dies (PMD). PMD is an ISO9001 family owned
business established for over 40 years and successfully supplies moulds and 
components to numerous multinational companies. This dynamic collaboration
has enabled BodyPak Closures to offer its clients a reliable and competitive 
service for the design and supply of high quality injection moulded components
and in turn it has given PMD the reach to fully capitalise on global export 
opportunities. 

BodyPak Closures has a wealth of technical expertise and our industry leading 
designers are always creating new and innovative packaging concepts to excite
the market place. The company’s unique and patented range of flip top jars is a
perfect testimony to BodyPak’s focus on product innovation. This transformational
range of products was successfully completed 100% in house from the seed of
an idea to a fantastic new line of commercialised and patented jars. 

The packaging market is a competitive and fast moving industry and we pride 
ourselves on offering exceptional response rates and industry leading levels of
flexibility. We do not have a minimum order quantity for coloured components
or custom tooling and we often turn around new tooling quotes in under 48hrs.

BodyPak Closures really enjoys what it does and is dedicated to producing and 
supplying a world class packaging service for its customers. The company’s 
enthusiasm and technical prowess translate into an industry leading package 
combining service, price and innovation. 

We would welcome the opportunity to review your packaging requirements
with you so please do get in touch. 

Best Wishes
Sam Oliver
Sales & Marketing Director
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Design and Innovation
BodyPak Closures is focused on delivering continual improvement in the products
and services we offer.  Through striving to better understand consumer and
brand wants and needs we aim to remain relevant and in touch with contemporary
packaging requirements.

Our team of world class engineers and product designers are given the freedom
to collaborate and fully explore new packaging possibilities.We have a positive
approach to taking calculated risks and introducing fresh and new packaging 
designs. Our patented Flip Top Jars with integral IHS foil seals are a great 
example of how we updated a conventional packaging solution and introduced 
a contemporary alternative with a multitude of functional benefits.  



Design and Innovation
The third product ever produced by BodyPak Closures was also granted a new
UK patent for innovation as we developed a one material non drip valve system
suitable for all surfactant and water based formulas. 

Whilst it is rewarding to create new innovation that is successful in the market
place it is equally as rewarding to meet a clients brief and deliver on a new 
packaging design. It is unusual for a packaging manufacturer to be able to offer
the high level of design expertise and commercial advantages that BodyPak 
Closures can. Our flexibility and competitive structure has enabled us to be 
successful on numerous custom moulding projects that other companies have
not been interested in pursuing. Opposite is another example of how we
worked to a very challenging brief to create a multi piece twist up closure which 
incorporated a tamper evident feature.  



With 40 years of technical injection moulding experience and an onsite state of
the art tool room we are ready and waiting to help you design and manufacture
your perfect customised packaging. 

If you have a preliminary design we will quickly and normally within 3 days 
supply you with a 3D prototype drawing along with a full quotation. If you
would like us to create a concept for you, no problem also, our in-house design
team can supply a range of design ideas and then follow up with the latest 
prototype models to help you finalise your product design. 

All of our moulds are produced in house from fully hardened industry specific
steel and come with a full quality guarantee. We know that clients will often 
need unique packaging quickly and our tool room operates 24hrs a day seven
days a week to ensure we maintain excellent lead times on custom design 
tooling. With lead times as low as 12 weeks for low cavitation injection moulds
there has been numerous occasions where we have been able to design and
produce new moulds and manufacture and supply finished components in less
than 15 weeks.

Sometimes it is difficult to find the exact component you want off the shelf and
our custom service has enabled customers to create a bespoke product at very
short notice that fits their brief perfectly. No need to compromise. 

“BodyPak Closures has provided us with a first class service on two recent projects, 
manufacturing new moulds and delivering components on both occasions ahead of 
schedule. Based on this performance we welcome working on new projects together” 

– PZ Cussons Beauty

Custom Moulding and Tooling
Create your Own

Thought you couldn't afford custom injection moulded components? 
We offer 'Tooling for all' solutions.

If you can’t find exactly the right design within our wide range of standard
moulds, then our design team will create it for you. We offer a full custom
moulding service for exclusive design of closures and jars. 

Please contact us if you have a technical question that you require assistance with.
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Decoration of Jars
and Closures
BodyPak Closures offers an extensive range of high quality decoration services
that will enable you to create the perfect livery for your packaging. 

Periphery Foil Banding
This process has been expertly developed in house giving us the ability to 
decorate right to the edge of the closure or jar. Quality foil banding can really 
elevate the elegance levels of a plain closure.

Thermo Image Labelling
Perfect for complex multi coloured images that can also include foils. This is a
popular method for the decoration of high volume jar lines. More suited to 
complex multi coloured designs than conventional silk screen printing. 

Shrink Sleeving
Creating full wrap around decoration of jars and tubs. 

Labelling
High precision wrap around labels, spot labels and base labels are perfectly suited
for our range of flip top jars.

Pad Printing
Especially useful for closures and jars that have heavily contoured surfaces.

Foil Induction Heat Seals
Available with a one pass print these aluminium seals are specially pre applied to
our unique flip top jar closures. They create a tamper evident and air tight seal
when used on our flip top jars. 
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Patented Flip Top Jars
Dedicated by Design
BodyPak Closures has designed, developed and patented a unique range of flip
top jars.  These contemporary and classic looking jars are single wall PP 
construction using significantly less plastic than double wall jars.  The patented
snap lock flip top lids offer the added benefit of an improved sealing system 
suitable for more searching liquid products. 

The majority of consumers love the added convenience of an easy to use flip top
jar, never lose a lid again.  Furthermore the flip top design improves hygiene reducing
bacteria transfer from bathroom surfaces into the product.  All of our FT jars also
come with the option of an integrated IHS aluminium foil to ensure tamper 
evidence.  That’s what we call enhanced performance and improved design!

SPECIFICATIONS
Neck Finish: Snap On
Surface Finish: Gloss Lid & Body
Sealing System: Bore Seal with Compression Liner
Sizes: 400ml, 250ml, 200ml, 100ml & 50ml
Material: PP (Optional PE Compression Liner & Aluminium IHS Foil)
Hinge: Active Flip Top 
Availability: Worldwide

� Active hinge Flip Top assists easy product access.

� Patented sealing system suitable for a broad spectrum of liquid products.

� All PP single wall construction for easier recycling and significantly less plastic. 

� Tamper evident seals.

� Air tight seals.

� Customise by embossing a brand message or logo.

� Improved hygiene compared to conventional jars. 

EU PATENTED DESIGN    

Improve filling speeds
with our pre applied
tamper evident liners.
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Mini Flip Top Jars 
So Cute!
These 100% PP mini jars are perfect for a wide range of products including lip,
eye and face care. The cute and convenient size makes them great for travel also!
Always less than 50ml and no problem for customs. 

SPECIFICATIONS
Surface Finish: Gloss Lid & Body
Sealing System: Bore Seal
Sizes: 15ml round & 10ml oval
Material: PP
Hinge: Crease 
Availability: Worldwide

� Never lose that little lid again!

� Lightweight PP.

� Perfect for travel.

� Customise by embossing a brand message or logo.

“BodyPak Closures are accommodating, helpful and supportive, even of the smaller 
developing companies like ourselves. is is a very refreshing approach and highly 

appreciated, as it allows innovation to take place, even on the smallest of budgets and scales” 
- Made In Heaven Ltd
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Lightweight Kilner Jars 
Functional & Funky!
Our poly propylene lightweight kilner jars offer a modern and cost effective 
alternative to heavyweight glass and PET kilner jars. With an effective bore seal
system our unique jars are suitable for a multitude of products across 
sectors such as personal care and food to DIY and pet care. Once used they 
can be washed out and used again for something else, very handy! 

SPECIFICATIONS
Surface Finish: Lid in Gloss / Body in Matt
Size: 720ml, 500ml & 300ml
Sealing System: Bore Seal
Material: PP
Hinge: PP & PC
Availability: Worldwide

� Unique.

� Lightweight PP.

� Suitable for a broad spectrum of products.

� Reusable.

� Customise by embossing a brand message or logo.

� Numerous colour options.
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Curve Jars 
Curves are Cool!
These single wall PP jars have a nice sturdy construction with a lovely premium
feel. The high gloss polished finished works perfectly with the soft curves of the
jar and the large surface area on the lid assists with decoration.   

SPECIFICATIONS
Neck Finish: Screw Thread
Surface Finish: Gloss Jar with Gloss or Matt Lid
Sealing System: Platform Seal with Compression Liner
Sizes: 300ml, 250ml, 100ml
Material: PP Jar and Lid with PE Liner
Availability: Worldwide

� Premium feel PP.

� Suitable for a broad spectrum of products.

� Customise by embossing a brand message or logo.

� Numerous colour options.
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Straight Sided Jars 
Premium Quality Feel
This is a classy and classical line of jars. The straight sided gloss finish is appealing
and unassuming, a blank canvas that is very versatile. This line is equally 
appropriate for housing luxurious moisturising creams or babies soothing balm.
Colours and decoration makes all the difference so please talk to us about your
chosen design.  

SPECIFICATIONS
Neck Finish: Screw Thread
Surface Finish: Gloss Jar with Matt or Gloss Lid
Sealing System: Platform Seal with Compression Liner
Sizes: 200ml, 75ml & 50ml
Material: PP Jar and Lid with PE Liner
Availability: Worldwide

� Classic and classy.

� Premium feel PP.

� Suitable for a broad spectrum of products.

� Customise by embossing a brand message or logo.

� Numerous colour options.
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Oval Jars  
Oval Tastic!
This is also a classical line of jars with a more of a ‘twist’. The oval high gloss 
design is subtle yet striking as these jars really do look the business. The soft
satin finish on the round lid nicely compliments the glossy smooth lines of oval
the jar body. These jars feel great to hold and to use. 

SPECIFICATIONS

Neck Finish: Screw Thread
Surface Finish: Gloss Jar with Matt or Gloss Lid
Sealing System: Platform Seal with Compression Liner
Sizes: 200ml & 100ml
Material: PP Jar and Lid with PE Liner
Availability: Worldwide

� Contemporary, stylish and classical.

� Premium feel PP.

� Suitable for a broad spectrum of products.

� Large decoration area.

� Customise by embossing a brand message or logo.

� Numerous colour options.
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Flip Top Closure
Classic Dispensing  
Flip top and disc top closures were the first products made by BodyPak Closures
and we love them. They are both supremely versatile and functional products
that do a great job, hence their longevity. We spent a long time designing durable
precision tooling to create our classic dispensing closures and all undergo 
numerous aesthetical and functional checks to ensure they always conform 
to our tight specification. The active hinge design on our flip tops ensures a
durable and reliable dispensing closure

SPECIFICATIONS
Neck Finish: 24-410, 24-415, 20-415
Surface Finish: Supreme Gloss
Orifice Size: 1.3mm to 5.5mm
Material: PP
Availability: Worldwide
Suitable Bottles: Various manufacturers details supplied on request.

� Classic dispensing.

� Active hinge design.

� Different orifice sizes.

� Gloss finish.

� Suitable for a broad spectrum of products.

� Numerous colour options.

� Available with aluminium sleeves in a wide range of colours.
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Disc Top Closure
Classic Dispensing
Disc top and flip top closures were the first products made by BodyPak Closures
and we love them. They are both supremely versatile and functional products
that do a great job, hence their longevity. We spent a long time designing durable 
precision tooling to create our classic dispensing closures and all undergo 
numerous aesthetical and functional checks to ensure they always conform to
our tight specification. The sleek flat top finish on our discs ensures a 
contemporary and durable dispensing closure. 

SPECIFICATIONS
Neck Finish: 20-410, 20-415, 24-410, 24-415, 24-415, 24mm D/W
Surface Finish: Satin and Gloss
Sealing System: Crab's Claw
Orifice Size: 2.8mm by 6.9mm & 7.9mm
Material: PP
Availability: Worldwide
Suitable Bottles: Various manufacturers details supplied on request

� Classic dispensing.

� Satin & Gloss finish.

� Suitable for a broad spectrum of bottle necks.

� Numerous colour options.

� Available with aluminium sleeves in a wide range of colours.

“The new colours look great and we are really pleased with the service we received 
from BodyPak Closures. The low MOQ enabled us to go with 4 different colour discs 
to tie in with the separate labels and it adds a really nice f inishing touch to the pack”

- Herb UK

NEW shrouded disc top closures are
available which can be customised by
embossing to give a premium image.
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Tamper Evident

Twist Top Closure
Speciality Dispensing
This speciality 3 piece dispensing closure is a little work of engineering art. 
Once applied to the bottle neck the twist top design includes a unique tamper 
evidence feature that is broken upon first opening. The closures are produced
and decorated in house and the three separate moulds were all constructed 
and developed together in our onsite tool room. This in house set up is ideal
when it comes to manufacturing and developing multi component products. 

SPECIFICATIONS
Neck Finish: Snap On
Surface Finish: Gloss
Sealing System: Bore Seal
Sizes: 18mm Custom
Material: PP and PE
Availability: Worldwide

� Speciality dispensing.

� Premium feel.

� Tamper evident.

� Suitable for a broad spectrum of products.

� 360 degree decoration available.

� Numerous colour options.

� Bottles sourced upon request.

18mm bespoke 
snap on neck fitment
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Push Pull Closure
Speciality Dispensing
These speciality 2 piece and 2 colour dispensing closures suit a huge range of
standard bottles from numerous manufacturers. The ergonomic dip dish is 
perfect for cleansing and wipe off products as well as most emulsion and 
surfactant formulas.  The ‘smile’ grip features make for easier use when hands are
wet in the bathroom and shower. 

SPECIFICATIONS
Neck Finish: 24mm D/W & 24-410 S/W
Surface Finish: Gloss
Sealing System: Bore Seal and Crab's Claw
Orifice Size: 6mm & 3mm
Material: PP and PE
Availability: Worldwide

� Speciality dispensing.

� 2 colour option.

� Suitable for a broad spectrum of products.

� 360 degree decoration available.

� Large choice of suitable bottles.
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Arc Flip Top Closure
Classic Dispensing
The Arc closure is a full width active hinge flip top cap with a subtly contrasting
gloss and satin finish. It suits a large range of stylish oval bottles and is a 
competitive alternative to a bi injected flip top cap. Ideal for body lotions, 
sun creams, shampoos and conditioners. 

SPECIFICATIONS
Orifice Size: 5mm
Neck Finish: Snap On
Surface Finish: Gloss Lid and Satin Body
Sealing System: Bore Seal
Material: PP 
Hinge: Active Flip Top 
Availability: Worldwide 
Suitable Bottles: Various manufacturers details supplied on request

� Stylish full width flip top design.

� Active hinge.

� Suitable for a broad spectrum of products.

� Numerous colour options.

� Bottles sourced upon request.
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Vantage Flip Top Closure
With Patented Non Drip Valve System
The Vantage dispensing closure is a full width Co-PP closure with an active hinge
design. This design is slightly larger than the Arc and is more suitable for oval size
bottles upto 750ml or a litre. The advantage to the Vantage is that it can also be
specified with our unique all PP non drip valve system perfect for water and 
surfactant based formulas as it effectively limits any inadvertent spillage.  

SPECIFICATIONS
Orifice Size: 8mm (without valve), 4.7mm (without valve)
Neck Finish: Snap On
Surface Finish: Satin
Sealing System: Bore Seal
Material: PP 
Hinge: Active Flip Top 
Availability: Worldwide
Suitable Bottles: Various manufacturers details supplied on request

� Speciality dispensing.

� Patented PP valve technology.

� Suitable for a broad spectrum of products.

� Numerous colour options.

� Bottles sourced upon request.
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Aluminium Closures
An Elegant Touch
Our bespoke aluminium sleeves are designed to a tight tolerance to ensure no
messy gluing is required during the assembly process. These fantastic aluminium
sleeves are available in a range of finishes including satin, matt and chrome and
come in a huge range of colours. 

SHROUDED SPECIFICATIONS
Neck Finish: 20/410, 20/415, 24/410 and 24/415
Surface Finish: Gloss and Satin
Sealing System: Crab's claw
Material: Aluminium and PP
Availability: Worldwide
Suitable Bottles: Various manufacturers details supplied on request

SHROUDED DISC TOP SPECIFICATIONS
Neck Finish: 20-410, 20-415, 24-410, 24-415
Surface Finish: Gloss and Satin
Sealing System: Crab's Claw
Orifice Size: 2.8mm by 6.9mm & 7.9mm
Material: Aluminium and PP
Availability: Worldwide
Suitable Bottles: Various manufacturers details supplied on request

“BodyPak Closures provided us with an excellent service and we have subsequently
embarked on a number of new product development projects together. Our new 
aluminium closure looks fantastic and the detail on the embossing is better than 
we could have imagined.” 

–Dr Organics Ltd

Can be customised by
embossing to give a

premium image.
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Spiral Nozzle Closure 
Aesthetically Appealing Spiral
The elegant Spiral closure is specifically design for products that require a 
more expert application. Its small orifice and extended spout are perfect for 
professional and at home hair treatments. The spiral design top is designed to 
be easy to remove and apply without being too small and fiddly. 

SPECIFICATIONS
Orifice Size: 1mm
Neck Finish: 20-415
Surface Finish: Satin Lid and Satin Body
Sealing System: Bore Seal
Material: PP 
Availability: Worldwide
Suitable Bottles: Various manufacturers details supplied on request

� New satin Spiral Nozzle closure is suitable for a wide range of product 
applications including professional haircare.

“The spiral nozzle is an important component for us and we are really pleased 
that BodyPak Closures has been able to offer us flexible stock holding of this at 
their UK warehouse.” 

–Medichem International Ltd.



Approximate Volume: 300ml

Material: Poly Carbonate

Availability: Worldwide

WAVY TUMBLER

Approximate Volume: 50ml

Material: Poly Carbonate

Availability: Worldwide

KULFI  TUMBLER

Approximate Volume: 250ml & 350ml

Material: Poly Carbonate

Availability: Worldwide

DRINKING GLASSES

Approximate Volume: 700ml & 500ml

Material: PP & Poly Carbonate

Availability: Worldwide

CLIP FRESH SEAL KILNER JAR

Approximate Volume: 250ml

Material: Poly Carbonate

Availability: Worldwide

FLOWERY GLASSES

Approximate Volume: 340ml & 700ml

Material: PP

Availability: Worldwide

STORAGE CONTAINER

Approximate Volume: 500ml

Material: PP

Availability: Worldwide

500ML STORAGE CONTAINER

Approximate Volume: 200ml

Material: Poly Carbonate

Availability: Worldwide

SUGAR DISPENSER

Approximate Volume: 2000ml

Material: PP

Availability: Worldwide

2000ML STORAGE CONTAINER

Approximate Volume: 900ml

Material: PP

Availability: Worldwide

LUNCH BOX

Approximate Volume: 830ml

Material: Poly Carbonate

Availability: Worldwide

PITCHER

Approximate Volume: 200ml

Material: Poly Carbonate

Availability: Worldwide

CHILLI FLAKE DISPENSER

AIR
TIGHT

AIR
TIGHT

AIR
TIGHT

AIR
TIGHT

AIR
TIGHT

AIR
TIGHT

Gluman Range
Gluman is an extensive and hugely successful range of house ware and food storage packaging. Founded by the PMD family this fun and functional range of products can be
found in millions of homes across Asia and more and more everyday in Europe and the USA.
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� FDA Food Grade Materials  � Freezer safe  � Microwave safe  � Breakage resistant  � Lifetime guarantee 

Please contact us for the complete Gluman product catalogue.



Manufacturing Service
INFRASTRUCTURE

� 120,000 sq. ft. manufacturing facility.
� Employee strength of 500.
� Fully air-conditioned precision tool room.
� State of the art CNC machines and CAD-CAM systems.
� 45 injection moulding machines (50-250 tons).
� Full electricity backup (over 1200 KVA).

PRODUCT DESIGN
� 3D models are generated from samples or 2D drawings.
� Reliable moulds are created using our 40 years of experience.
� All CAM programmes are fed directly to the CNC machines
� Strong team of product designers for aesthetic designing.

INSPECTION
� Strict inspection for all machined parts.
� Critical dimensions – 3 axis CMMs.

THE TOOL ROOM
� A fully equipped CNC tool room.
� CNC machining centres.
� CNC Lathes.
� CNC EDMs.
� CNC EDM wirecuts.
� PMD is proud to have one of the

best tool rooms in Asia.

INJECTION MOULDING
� ABS, Polycarbonate, Glass filled nylons,  Arnite, Polyethylenes & Polypropylene.
� Strict quality controls, traceability and spare capacities ensure:

     - Timely deliveries.
      - Customer satisfaction.
     - High vendor ratings.

      - Long standing customer relationships.
� Specialist in:

     - Flip top closures and tamper evident closures.
      - High precision parts and high volume items.

MOULDS
� Only fully hardened moulds.
� Better surface finish.
� Life of 4-6 million shots.
� Own heat treatment plant.
� Full guarantee.
� Consistent quality.
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